Curriculum Overview

Mathematics

Language Arts

Science

Social Studies

whole numbers, counting, four
processes, Roman numerals,
geometric shapes

capital letters, reading from
own writing, phonics, short
plays, choral recitation,
rhythmic poems, fairy tales

Nature studies through stories
and experiencing local natural
environment through walks
and gardening

multi-cultural stories as
language arts content

continue with four processes,
include carrying and
borrowing in addition and
subtractions, story problems,
multiplication tables,
geometric patterns
multiplication tables through
12, weight, measure, length,
volume, money, time, multidigit multiplication, long
division

elements of grammar (naming,
describing words), beginning
cursive, summarizing, animal
fables, legends of heroic
people from around the world

Nature studies through stories
and experiencing local natural
environment through walks
and gardening

multi-cultural stories as
language arts content

elements of grammar (nouns,
verbs, adjectives, adverbs)
punctuation, compositions,
stories from ancient history
including Old Testament

Continuation of garden and
nature studies, soil studies

study of practical life
(farming, house building,
clothing, and cooking)
with particular emphasis
on Alaska Native cultures

fractions, factoring, continued
long division, multiple digit
multiplication, averages, word
problems

parts of speech, grammatical
rules, verb tenses, poetry
writing, Norse Myths, Alaska
Native stories

zoology, descriptive study of
animals

local geography and
history, map making from
classroom to home, to
region, Alaskan History

Fifth Grade

decimals, fractions, mixed
numbers, reciprocals,
freehand geometry

grammar, active and passive
subject and predicate, syntax,
biographies, mythology

zoology, lesser known animals,
botany

grammar, poetry, ballads, tales
of chivalry, descriptive and
expository writing

physics, geology, mineralogy

Sixth Grade

percentage, ratio, money
interest, proportion, business
math, geometry

ancient cultures of India,
Persia, Mesopotamia,
Egypt, Greece, US
Geography
North and South America,
Ancient Rome through the
Middle Ages

business math, graphs,
algebra, perimeter, area,
exponents

creative writing, research
papers, business letters,
composition writing, historical
literature, poetry

chemistry, physiology,
nutrition, first aid, anatomy,
meteorology

Africa and Europe, map
reading, 1400-1700
Exploration, Reformation,
Renaissance

practical math, percent,
equations, plane and solid
geometry, algebra

grammar, compositions,
business and practical writing,
Shakespeare, dramatic and
epic poetry, folklore

organic chemistry, physiology,
physics

Asia, Australia, Antarctica,
global contrasts, global
commerce and economics

First Grade

Second Grade

Third Grade

Fourth Grade

Seventh Grade

Eighth Grade

Curriculum Overview
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World Language

Movement

Music

songs, games, poems, stories,
colors, numbers, basic
vocabulary

seasonal games, cooperative
games, circle games and
activities, jump rope, hand
clapping games, simple dances

pentatonic flute, seasonal
songs

days, months, seasons, fables,
family vocabulary

tumbling, hop scotch, jump
rope, hand clap games,
weaving in and out of circle,
circle dances

pentatonic flute, folk songs,
simple rhythms

conversations, time, food,
basic grammar, complex
commands, simple stories

ring games, line games, circus
arts, jump rope, circle dances

diatonic flute, octaves, rounds,
basic notation, rhythms,
simple partner songs and
rounds

writing, reading, plays, verb
tenses, spelling, short dictation

running, jumping and
throwing games, obstacle
courses, athletic lead-up
games, improve posture and
running forms, folk dances,
Native American and Alaskan
games
Greek games, javelin, discus,
long jump, sprint, GrecoRoman wrestling, focus on
form and appreciation of
movement
Circus arts, archery, team
sports, fencing, teamwork
games and activities

notation, time values, major
and minor third, beginning
violin (ideally), singing in
rounds

Seventh Grade

reading, writing compositions,
conversation, grammar,
biographies

track and field, juggling,
fencing, teamwork games and
activities

choir, strings ensemble (opt),
recorders

Eighth Grade

sentence structure, reading
and retelling stories, review of
learned material

fencing, teamwork activities,
team sports, track and field
continues

choir, strings ensemble (opt),
writing music

First Grade

Second Grade

Third Grade

Fourth Grade

Fifth Grade

Sixth Grade

literature, grammar, proverbs,
conversation

literature, history, grammar,
geography, conversation

major and minor scales,
harmony

descant, alto and tenor
recorders, string and wind
instruments

Art
curves, straight lines, patterns,
wet on wet painting with
primary colors, finger knitting,
two needle knitting, beeswax
modeling of simple figures
symmetry, mirror drawing,
running forms, drawing
animals, painting with all
colors, purling, modeling
scenes
4 quadrant symmetry,
metamorphosis forms, nature
paintings, crocheting,
modeling scenes
interlocking and negative
forms, knotted forms, local
landscape and animal
paintings, cross stitch,
embroidery, braiding, clay
modeling animals and
geometric shapes, weaving
free had geometric drawing,
darkness into light painting
and color study, 5 needle
knitting, clay modeling plant
shapes
exact geometric drawing, black
and white drawing,
landscapes, color contrasts,
hand sewing, quilting
perspective drawing, platonic
solids in drawing and
modeling, transparent colors,
clay model hands, feet, bones
3-dimensional drawings,
volumes, space in color,
machine sewing, human hand
in clay

